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On Interval Observer Design for a Class of Continuous-Time LPV Systems

Stanislav Chebotarev ∗ Denis Efimov ∗∗, ∗ Tarek Raissi ∗∗∗, Ali Zolghadri ∗∗∗∗

Abstract: This work is devoted to interval observer design for Linear Parameter-Varying (LPV) systems under assumption that the vector of scheduling parameters is not available for measurements. Stability conditions are expressed in terms of matrix inequalities, which can be solved using standard numerical solvers. Robustness and estimation accuracy with respect to model uncertainty is analyzed using $L_\infty/L_1$ framework. Two solutions are proposed for nonnegative systems and for a generic case. The efficiency of the proposed approach is demonstrated through computer simulations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of unmeasurable (partially or completely) state vector estimation for nonlinear systems is very challenging and can find many applications Meurer et al. [2005], Fossen and Nijmeijer [1999], Besanon [2007]. Frequently, in the nonlinear case, observer or controller design is based on transformation of the system into canonical forms, which can be an obstruction in practice. That is why the class of LPV systems became very popular in applications: a wide class of nonlinear systems can be presented in the LPV form, while partial linearity of LPV models allows one to apply several frameworks developed for linear systems Shamma [2012], Marcos and Balas [2004], Shamma and Cloutier [1993], Tan [1997]. In some situations due to the presence of uncertainty (parametric or signal) the design of a conventional estimator, converging in the noise-free case to the ideal value of the state, is complicated. However, an interval estimation may still remain feasible. By interval estimation we understand an observer that, using input-output information, evaluates the set of admissible values (interval) for the state at each instant of time.

There are several approaches to design interval observers Jaulin [2002], Kieffer and Walter [2004], Olivier and Gouzé [2004], Moisan et al. [2009]. This paper continues the framework of interval observer design based on the monotone system theory Olivier and Gouzé [2004], Moisan et al. [2009], Raissi et al. [2010, 2012], Efimov et al. [2012]. One of the most restrictive assumptions for the interval observer design deals with cooperativity of the interval estimation error dynamics, which was recently relaxed in Mazenc and Bernard [2011], Raïssi et al. [2012], Combastel [2013]. In those studies, it has been shown that under some mild conditions applying similarity transformation, a Hurwitz matrix could be transformed to a Hurwitz and Metzler one (cooperative). In order to apply the approach of interval observer design to the systems with non-constant matrices dependent on measurable input-output signals and time, an extension of the result from Raïssi et al. [2012] has been presented in Efimov et al. [2013a], where a constant similarity transformation matrix representing a given interval of matrices to an interval of Metzler matrices is needed. Thus this method can be used to design interval observers for LPV systems only with a measurable vector of scheduling parameters (as it is noted in Efimov et al. [2013a]).

The objective of this note is to propose some new results on interval observer design for LPV systems with an unmeasurable vector of scheduling parameters.

The paper is organized as follows. Some basic facts from the theory of interval estimation are given in Section 2. The
2. PRELIMINARIES

Euclidean norm for a vector $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$ will be denoted as $|x|$, and for a measurable and locally essentially bounded input $u : \mathbb{R}_+ \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ ($\mathbb{R}_+ = \{ r \in \mathbb{R} : r \geq 0 \}$) the symbol $||u||_{t_0, t_1}$ denotes its $L_\infty$ norm:

$$||u||_{t_0, t_1} = \text{ess sup} \{ |u(t)|, t \in [t_0, t_1],$$

if $t_1 = +\infty$ then we will simply write $||u||$. We will denote as $L_\infty$ the set of all inputs $u$ with the property $||u|| < \infty$. Denote the sequence of integers $1, \ldots, k$ as $\overline{1, k}$. The symbols $I_n$, $E_{n \times m}$ and $E_p$ denote the identity matrix with dimension $n \times n$, the matrix with all elements equal 1 with dimension $n \times m$ and $p \times 1$ respectively. For a matrix $A \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$ the vector of its eigenvalues is denoted as $\lambda(A)$, and $|A| := \sqrt{\max_{i=1,n} \lambda_i(A^T A)}$ (the induced $L_2$ matrix norm).

For two vectors $x_1, x_2 \in \mathbb{R}^n$ or matrices $A_1, A_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$, the relations $x_1 \leq x_2$ and $A_1 \leq A_2$ are understood elementwise. The relation $P < 0$ ($P \geq 0$) means that the matrix $P \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$ is negative (positive) definite. Given a matrix $A \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$, define $A^+ = \max(0, A)$, $A^- = A - A^+$ (similarly for vectors) and denote the matrix of absolute values of all elements by $|A| = A^+ + A^-$.  

**Lemma 1.** Let $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$ be a vector variable, $\underline{x} \leq x \leq \overline{x}$ for some $\underline{x}, \overline{x} \in \mathbb{R}^n$, and $A \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$ be a constant matrix, then

$$A^+ \underline{x} - A^- \overline{x} \leq Ax \leq A^+ \overline{x} - A^- \underline{x}. \quad (1)$$

**Proof.** For $\underline{x} \leq x \leq \overline{x}$ we have $Ax = (A^+ - A^-)x$ which gives the required relations.

**Lemma 2.** Let $A \leq A \leq \overline{A}$ for some $\underline{A}, \overline{A} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$ and $\underline{x} \leq x \leq \overline{x}$ for $\underline{x}, \overline{x} \in \mathbb{R}^n$, then

$$A^+ \underline{x} - \overline{A}^- \underline{x} - A^- \overline{x} + \overline{A}^- \underline{x} \leq \overline{A}^+ \overline{x} - A^+ \overline{x} + \overline{A}^+ \underline{x}. \quad (2)$$

**Proof.** By definition $Ax = (A^+ - A^-)(x^+ - x^-) = A^+x^+ - A^-x^- - A^+x^- + A^-x^-$, where all terms are elementwise positive, which gives the required relations.

In the case of $\overline{A}^+ = A^+ = \overline{A}^+$ and $\overline{A}^- = A^- = \overline{A}^-$ the result of Lemma 2. Furthermore, if $A = A \leq 0 \leq \overline{A}$, then the inequality (2) can be simplified: $-A(x^+ + x^-) \leq Ax \leq \overline{A}(x^+ + x^-)$.

A matrix $A \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$ is called Hurwitz if all its eigenvalues have negative real parts, it is called Metzler if all its elements outside the main diagonal are nonnegative. Any solution of the linear system

$$\dot{x} = Ax + Bu(t), \quad \omega : \mathbb{R}_+ \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^r,$$

$$y = Cx + Du(t),$$

with $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$, $y \in \mathbb{R}^p$ and a Metzler matrix $A \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$, is elementwise nonnegative for all $t \geq 0$ provided that $x(0) \geq 0$ and $B \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times q}$ Farina and Rinaldi [2000], Smith [1995]. The output solution $y(t)$ is nonnegative if $C \in \mathbb{R}^{p \times n}$ and $D \in \mathbb{R}_+^{p \times q}$. Such dynamical systems are called cooperative (monotone) and nonnegative if only initial conditions in $\mathbb{R}_+^n$ are considered Farina and Rinaldi [2000], Smith [1995].

The $L_1$ and $L_\infty$ gains for stabilization of nonnegative systems (3) have been studied in Briat [2011], Ebihara et al. [2011], for this kind of systems these gains are interrelated.

**Lemma 3.** Briat [2011], Ebihara et al. [2011] Let the system (3) be nonnegative (i.e. $A$ is Metzler, $B \geq 0$, $C \geq 0$ and $D \geq 0$), then it is asymptotically stable if and only if there exist $\lambda \in \mathbb{R}_+, \lambda > 0$ and a scalar $\gamma > 0$ such that the following LMI is feasible:

$$\begin{bmatrix}
A^T \lambda + C^T E_p \\
B^T \lambda - \gamma E_q + D^T E_p
\end{bmatrix} < 0.$$

Moreover, in this case the $L_1$ gain of the transfer $\omega \rightarrow y$ is lower than $\gamma$.

3. MAIN RESULT

Consider an LPV system:

$$\dot{x} = [A_0 + \Delta A(\rho(t))]x + b(t), \quad y = Cx + v(t), \quad t \geq 0,$$

where $x \in \mathbb{R}^n$ is the state, $y \in \mathbb{R}^p$ is the output available for measurements, $\rho(t) \in \Pi \subset \mathbb{R}^r$ is the vector of scheduling parameters with a known $\Pi$, $\rho \in L_\infty$. The values of the scheduling vector $\rho$ are not available for measurements, and only the set of admissible values $\Pi$ is given. The matrices $A_0 \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$ and $C \in \mathbb{R}^{p \times n}$ are known, the matrix function $\Delta A : \Pi \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$ is piecewise continuous and also known for a given value of $\rho$. The signals $b : \mathbb{R}_+ \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n$ and $v : \mathbb{R}_+ \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^p$ are the external input and measurement noise respectively, the exact current values of $b(t)$ and $v(t)$ are not available.

3.1 Problem statement

For brevity of presentation we will use the following assumptions in this work.

**Assumption 1.** $x \in L_\infty^\infty$; $b(t) \leq \overline{b}(t) \leq \underline{b}(t)$ and $|v(t)| \leq \overline{V}$ for all $t \geq 0$ and some known $\underline{b}, \overline{b} \in L_\infty^\infty$ and $V > 0$.

**Assumption 2.** $\Delta A \leq \Delta A(\rho) \leq \overline{\Delta A}$ for all $\rho \in \Pi$ and some known $\Delta A, \overline{\Delta A} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$.

Therefore, it is assumed that the state $x(t)$ of the system (4) is bounded, the measurement noise $v(t)$ has an upper bound $V$ and the input $b(t)$ belongs to a known bounded interval $[\underline{b}(t), \overline{b}(t)]$ for all $t \in \mathbb{R}_+$. It is also assumed that the matrix $\Delta A(\rho)$ belongs to the interval $[\Delta A, \overline{\Delta A}]$ for all $t \geq 0$, which is easy to compute for a given set $\Pi$ (in a polytopic case, for example).

The objective of this work is to design an interval observer for the system (4).

An interval observer for such a class of systems has been proposed in Efimov et al. [2013b] in the context of system stabilization. In that work stability of the interval estimation error dynamics is not established on the observer design step. More precisely, in that work the stability of the interval observer was ensured by a proper choice of control input. In the present work, only the interval observer is designed and some special conditions on the observer gain are needed to guarantee stability in
contrast to Efimov et al. [2013b]. Another interval observer for such an LPV system has been formulated in Raïssi et al. [2010], however the conditions of cooperativity of the estimation error dynamics and its stability are restrictive. For the case of measured vector \( \rho(t) \) in (4), an interval observer was proposed in Efimov et al. [2013a] using a static transformation of coordinates.

Before introduction of interval observer equations note that for a matrix \( L \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times p} \) the system (4) can be rewritten as follows:

\[
\dot{x} = [A_0 - LC]x + \Delta A(\rho(t))x + L[y - v(t)] + b(t),
\]

and according to Lemma 2 and Assumption 2 we have for all \( \rho \in \Pi \):

\[
\Delta A^+ x^+ - \Delta \hat{A}^+ \hat{x}^- - \Delta \hat{A}^- x^+ + \Delta A^- \hat{x}^- \leq \Delta A(\rho)x,
\]

provided that \( x \leq \hat{x} \leq x \) for some \( x, \hat{x} \in \mathbb{R}^n \).

3.2 Nonnegative LPV systems

Let us start analysis with a simplified (but still widely met in applications) case of nonnegative system (4).

**Assumption 3.** \( x(t) \in \mathbb{R}^n_+ \) and \( \hat{b}(t) \in \mathbb{R}^n_+ \) for all \( t \geq 0 \); \( \Delta A = 0 \).

Under assumptions 1 and 3 we also have that \( b(t), \hat{b}(t) \in \mathbb{R}^n_+ \) for all \( t \geq 0 \). Note that the condition \( b(t), \hat{b}(t) \in \mathbb{R}^n_+ \) is required for the system (4) with \( \Delta A(\rho(t)) \equiv 0 \) to be nonnegative Farina and Rinaldi [2000]. The last condition \( \Delta A = 0 \) simply means that \( A_0 = \Delta A(\rho) \) for \( \rho \in \Pi \) and \( \Delta A \geq 0 \), this condition can be always satisfied under Assumption 2 and a suitable shift of \( A_0, \Delta A \) and \( \Delta \hat{A} \) (for nonnegative systems such a restriction simplifies the notations). Implicitly this assumption may imply that the matrix \( A_0 + \Delta A(\rho) \) is Metzler for all \( \rho \in \Pi \).

Denote by \( \bar{x}(t) \) and \( \bar{\pi}(t) \) the lower and upper bound estimates of the state \( x(t) \) respectively. Let us introduce two observer gain matrices \( L, \hat{L} \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times p} \), whose values will be specified later, then an interval observer structure for the nonnegative system (4) is given by:

\[
\dot{\hat{x}} = [A_0 - LC]x + \max(0, L y - [L V E_p] + \hat{b}(t),
\]

\[
\dot{\bar{x}} = [A_0 - LC + \Delta A] \bar{x} + L y + [L V E_p + \hat{b}(t),
\]

Note that it is a linear system, the conditions ensuring stability and interval estimation through (6) are stated below.

**Theorem 4.** Let assumptions 1–3 be satisfied, the matrices \( A_0 - LC, A_0 - LC \) be Metzler and the following constraints be verified for some \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \in \mathbb{R}^n_+ \) \( \forall i \):

\[
[A_0 - LC]^T \lambda_1 + Z T E_s < 0,
\]

\[
[A_0 - LC + \Delta A]^T \lambda_2 + Z T E_s < 0,
\]

\[
\lambda_1 - \gamma E_n < 0, \quad i = 1, 2,
\]

\[
LC \geq 0, \quad TC \geq 0.
\]

for a scalar \( \gamma > 0 \) and \( Z \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}_+ \). Let \( \mathcal{E}(0) \leq x(0) \leq \mathcal{E}(0) \), then the solutions of (4), (6) satisfy

\[
0 \leq \mathcal{E}(t) \leq \mathcal{E}(t) \quad \forall t \geq 0
\]

and \( \bar{x}, \hat{x} \in \mathcal{E}^n \). In addition the \( L_1 \) gain of the transfer functions \( \bar{b} \rightarrow Z \bar{E} \) and \( \hat{b} \rightarrow Z \hat{E} \) is less than \( \gamma \).

All proofs are omitted for brevity of presentation.

The matrix \( Z \) and the \( L_1 \) gain stability conditions are introduced in order to be able to improve/regulate the accuracy of interval estimation for some part of variables (for example, the matrix \( Z \) can select all state coordinates excluding the measured variables). Note that the transfer functions \( \bar{b} \rightarrow Z \bar{E} \) and \( \hat{b} \rightarrow Z \hat{E} \) for the estimation errors, thus the gain \( \gamma \) really determines the interval estimation accuracy for (6). Recall that for a nonnegative system (6), existence of an \( L_1 \) gain implies existence of an \( L_\infty \) gain Briat [2011], Ebihara et al. [2011].

Note that the conditions of Theorem 4 imposed on the gains \( L, \hat{L} \) can be formalized in terms of the following linear programming problem for the case \( C \geq 0 \) (see also Bolajraf et al. [2011]): it is required to find \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2 \in \mathbb{R}^n \) and \( w_1, w_2 \in \mathbb{R}_+^n \) (\( \lambda_i, w_i, i = 1, 2 \) are the decision variables) such that

\[
A_0^T \lambda_1 - C^T w_1 + Z^T E_s < 0,
\]

\[
[A_0 - \Delta A]^T \lambda_2 - C^T w_2 + Z^T E_s < 0,
\]

\[
\lambda_i - \gamma E_n < 0, \quad i = 1, 2,
\]

\[
\lambda_i > 0, \quad w_i > 0, \quad i = 1, 2,
\]

then \( \hat{L}, L \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times p} \) are solutions of the equations \( w_1 = \hat{L}^T \lambda_1, w_2 = L^T \lambda_2 \). A possible approach is to select \( \hat{L} = \lambda_1 w_1^T |\lambda_1|^{-2} \) and \( L = \lambda_2 w_2^T |\lambda_2|^{-2} \). Thus the inequalities above have to be accompanied with constraints for a diagonal matrix \( S \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \):

\[
A_0 - LC + S \geq 0, \quad A_0 - \hat{L} C + S \geq 0,
\]

\[
\hat{L} = \lambda_1 w_1^T |\lambda_1|^{-2}, \quad L = \lambda_2 w_2^T |\lambda_2|^{-2}.
\]

The obtained set of inequalities can be rewritten as follows:

\[
A_0^T \lambda_1 - C^T w_1 + Z^T E_s < 0,
\]

\[
[A_0 - \Delta A]^T \lambda_2 - C^T w_2 + Z^T E_s < 0,
\]

\[
|\lambda_i| = \gamma, \quad \lambda_i > 0, \quad w_i > 0, \quad i = 1, 2,
\]

\[
\lambda_i = \lambda_1 w_1^T |\lambda_1|^{-2}, \quad \hat{L} = \lambda_1 w_1^T |\lambda_1|^{-2} \gamma^{-2},
\]

\[
A_0 - LC + S \geq 0, \quad A_0 - \hat{L} C + S \geq 0, \quad S \geq 0,
\]

which can be resolved with respect to the variables \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2, w_1, w_2, S \) using an LMI toolbox.

The result of Theorem 4 can be useful for estimation in a large scale nano- or micro- system, which is described by the Chemical Master equation under the signal or parameter uncertainties Chen et al. [2012], Goh et al. [2010] (see an example of numerical simulations in Section 4).

**Remark 5.** The requirement that the matrices \( A_0 - LC, A_0 - \hat{L} C \) have to be Metzler can be relaxed by means of a change of coordinates \( z = Tx \) with a nonsingular matrix \( T \) such that the matrices \( T(A_0 - LC)T^{-1}, T(A_0 - \hat{L} C)T^{-1} \) are Metzler. The matrix \( T \) can be found using the results of Efimov et al. [2013a], Raïssi et al. [2012]. This extension is omitted for brevity of presentation.
3.3 Generic LPV systems

For the case of non positive LPV system (4), the following interval observer structure is proposed:

\[
\dot{x} = [A_0 - LC]x + \Delta A^+x^+ - \Delta A^-x^- \\
- \Delta A^+x^+ + \Delta A^-x^- + L \gamma - [L]V E p + b(t),
\]

\[
\hat{x} = [A_0 - LC]\hat{x} + [\Delta A^+\hat{x}^+ - \Delta A^-\hat{x}^-] \\
- \Delta A^+\hat{x}^+ + \Delta A^-\hat{x}^- + L \gamma + [L]V E p + 5(t).
\]

(8)

Note that due to presence of \(x^+, \hat{x}^+, x^-\) and \(\hat{x}^-, \hat{\pi}^+, \hat{\pi}^-\), the interval observer (8) is a globally Lipschitz nonlinear system.

**Theorem 6.** Let assumptions 1, 2 be satisfied and the matrices \(A_0 - LC, A_0 - LC \) be Metzler. Then the relations (7) are satisfied provided that \(\hat{\pi}(0) \leq x(0) \leq \pi(0)\). If the there exist \(P \in \mathbb{R}^{2n \times 2n}, P = P^T > 0\) and \(\gamma > 0\) such that the following Riccati matrix inequality is verified

\[
G^TP + PG + 2\gamma^{-2}P^2 + 4\gamma^2\eta^2 I_{2n} + Z^TZ < 0,
\]

where \(\eta = ||\Delta A - A||_2, Z \in \mathbb{R}^{2n \times 2n}, 0 < s \leq 2n\) and

\[
G = \begin{bmatrix}
A_0 - LC + \Delta A^+ - \Delta A^- & -\Delta A^+ \\
-\Delta A^- & A_0 - LC + \Delta A^+ + \Delta A^-
\end{bmatrix},
\]

then \(x, \hat{x} \in L_\infty^2\). In addition, the system (8) for the transfer \(\begin{bmatrix} \frac{d}{dt} \hat{\pi} \\ \frac{d}{dt} \hat{x} \end{bmatrix} \rightarrow Z \begin{bmatrix} \hat{\pi} \\ \hat{x} \end{bmatrix}\) has an \(L_\infty\) gain less than \(\gamma\).

The Riccati matrix inequality from Theorem 6 can be reformulated in terms of LMIs with respect to \(L, \tilde{L}\) and \(P\). Indeed, \(G = D - \Lambda \gamma\), where

\[
D = \begin{bmatrix}
A_0 + \Delta A^+ & -\Delta A^- \\
\Lambda & A_0 + \Delta A^+
\end{bmatrix},
\]

\[
\Lambda = \begin{bmatrix}
L & 0 \\
0 & \tilde{L}
\end{bmatrix},
\]

\[
Y = \begin{bmatrix}
C & 0 \\
0 & C
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

Then the Riccati inequality can be rewritten as follows:

\[
D^TP + PD - \Lambda T W^T - W \gamma^T + 2\gamma^{-2}P^2 + 4\gamma^2\eta^2 I_{2n} + Z^TZ < 0,
\]

where \(W = \gamma A\) is a new variable. Using the Schur complement we obtain an equivalent LMI:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0.5\gamma^2 I_{2n} & P \\
P^T W^T + W \gamma^T D^TP - PD - 4\gamma^2\eta^2 I_{2n} + Z^T Z
\end{bmatrix} > 0,
\]

which has to be verified with a linear constraint (verification of Metzler property)

\[
P = \begin{bmatrix}
A_0 & 0 \\
0 & A_0
\end{bmatrix} - W \gamma + PS \geq 0
\]

for a sufficiently big diagonal matrix \(S \in \mathbb{R}^{2n \times 2n}\) and an elementwise nonnegative \(P\) (an additional restriction). The decision variables \(P\) and \(W\) also have to be declared block-diagonal. These linear inequalities can be solved using LMI toolboxes, as it is done in examples below.

### 4.1 Nonnegative droplet-based microfluidic system

Following Chen et al. [2012], Goh et al. [2010] consider a model of droplet-based microfluidic system based on the Chemical Master equation:

\[
\dot{P}_0 = -\kappa(t)P_0, \quad P_0(0) = 1,
\]

\[
\dot{P}_i = \kappa(t)P_{i-1} - P_i, \quad P_i(0) = 0, \quad i = 1, N.
\]

For \(\kappa(t), \pi(t)\) given in Fig 1 and \(N = 32\) the results of interval estimation of \(P_i(t_{K+1}), i = 0, N\) are shown in Fig 1. As we can conclude from these results, even a small difference in \(\kappa(t), \pi(t)\) may lead on a short time interval.
(t_{K+1} = 6) to a big deviations of $P_i(t_{K+1})$ and $P_i^-(t_{K+1})$, $i = 0, N$.

4.2 An academic LPV system

Consider a nonlinear system:

$$
\dot{x} = \begin{bmatrix}
\epsilon \cos t & 1 + \epsilon \sin x_3 & \epsilon \sin x_2 \\
\epsilon \sin x_3 & -0.5 + \epsilon \sin t & 1 + \epsilon \cos 2t \\
\epsilon \sin x_2 & 0.3 + \epsilon \cos 2t & -1 + \epsilon \sin t
\end{bmatrix} x
+ \begin{bmatrix}
6 \cos x_1 \\
\sin t + 0.1 \sin x_3 \\
- \cos 3t + 0.1 \sin 2x_2
\end{bmatrix}, y = x_1 + v(t),
$$

where $\epsilon = 0.01$ and $\epsilon = 0.001$. We assume that $V = 0.1$, and for simulation we selected $v(t) = V(\sin 5t + \cos 3t)/2$. For initial conditions $|x_i(0)| \leq 5$ the system has bounded solutions. This system can be presented in the form of (4) for

$$
A_0 = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & -0.5 & 1 \\
0 & 0.3 & -1
\end{bmatrix}, \Delta A = \begin{bmatrix}
\epsilon & \epsilon & \epsilon \\
\epsilon & \epsilon & \epsilon \\
\epsilon & \epsilon & \epsilon
\end{bmatrix} = -\Delta A,
$$

$$
b(t, y) = \begin{bmatrix}
6f(y) \\
\sin t - 0.1 \\
- \cos 3t - 0.1
\end{bmatrix}, \bar{b}(t, y) = \begin{bmatrix}
6\bar{f}(y) \\
\sin t + 0.1 \\
- \cos 3t + 0.1
\end{bmatrix},
$$

and a properly selected $\rho$, clearly assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied. The LMIs formulated after Theorem 6 give a solution

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
77.97 \\
-0.07 \\
-0.11
\end{bmatrix}, \bar{Z} = \begin{bmatrix}
77.75 \\
-0.02 \\
-0.04
\end{bmatrix}
$$

for $\gamma = 40$ (YALMIP toolbox has been used) and the matrix $Z$ selecting the variables $x_2$ and $x_3$. The results of interval simulations the variables $x_2$ and $x_3$ are given in Fig. 2.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper is devoted to design of interval observers for LPV systems with unmeasurable vector of scheduling parameters. Two cases are considered: general continuous-time LPV systems and nonnegative ones. For both cases interval observers are proposed, their cooperativity and stability are expressed in terms of matrix inequalities (nonlinear in a common case). It is shown that under some additional mild restrictions these inequalities can be represented in a form suitable for application of numerical solvers. Efficiency of the proposed observers is demonstrated on numerical simulations. Reducing the conservatism of the proposed LMIs and interval observers is a direction of future researches.
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